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I talk mainly about ATLAS with some examples 
from CMS and LHCb
Do not try to give complete overview
Emphasis on experimental techniques and 
more recent results



Many models predict particles with long lifetimes
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The landscape to find long-lived particles is large
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Will only look at 
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What makes these searches difficult?

Standard reconstruction for prompt decays does not work, need 
dedicated reconstruction algorithms and often low efficiency of 
reconstructing and identifying decays from long-lived particles 
(LLP) 
How to trigger on long-lived particle signatures

Typically triggers at LHC apply strict criteria and select prompt 
particle 

d0 cut applied on e/µ
Number of hits along the track

If you are lucky there is prompt particle to trigger on
Sometimes can trigger on ETmiss
Devise dedicated trigger

Also means the rates have to be “reasonably” low
Trigger algorithm has to work within CPU limits
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Searches for charged long-lived particles
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Searches for (meta-)stable charged LLPs

Stable on the detector-scale (lifetime ~0.4ns or more) – travel through 
the detector like muons, but signature is very different 

Particles are slow and highly ionising

ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb search for charged LLPs, 
searches exploit interaction of charged particles with detector material:
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dE/dx in muon system
dE/dx in Pix and Si tracker

Estimation of absence 
of Cherenkov radiation 
in RICH

Search for multi-
charged particles

Search for single and 
multi-charged particles

Search for heavy long-lived 
charged particles using 
stau pair production model 



Use of dE/dx in pixel detector (ATLAS)
Used in search for R hadrons (bound state of SUSY particles with SM 
quark(s)) predicted in e.g. split SUSY 

R hadron decays before or in calorimeter
Pixel detector in ID provides dE/dx information

Look for events with at isolated high-pT track with high dE/dx
dE/dx > 1.8 – 0.11|h| + 0.17|h|2 = 0.05|h|3

At least seven hits in Si tracker – R > 37 cm
Mass of long-lived particles can be calculated by p/βγ
Events selected by ETmiss trigger
Sensitive to longer lifetimes (O(1-10 ns)) than disappearing trk search
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Phys. Rev. D 93, 
112015 (2016)

Minimum 
bias 
events



Use of dE/dx in pixel detector (ATLAS)

Results
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Phys. Rev. D 93, 
112015 (2016)

Gluino R hadrons with t=10ns 
excluded up to ~1.6TeV

>50ns

Background from SM processes with 
high dE/dx estimated in data-driven way



Disappearing tracks (ATLAS)
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Standard track reco
(> 6 Si hits) + reco
with looser tracking 
criteria, > 3 pixel hits 

Use hits in pixels not belonging to any track to find 
short tracks, extrapolate to SCT/TRT (tracklets)

arXiv:1712.02118, 
Subm. to JHEP

Disappearing of kinked tracks in the tracker

O(ns) lifetimes or O(1cm) displacements

Comes from a decay to a neutral stable       
particle and a (undetected) SM particle

E.g. predicted by various SUSY                                                            
scenarios where a chargino and                                                        
neutralino are nearly mass-
degenerate - most sensitive                                                       
search for SUSY models with O(1ns) lifetimes

Trigger on events with high missing ET

Implies ability to reconstruct original track



Disappearing tracks (ATLAS)

Main backgrounds from 
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Hadron scattering
g radiation         

from e/µ
Random hit 

combinations

Require 

isolation from 

other hadronic 

activity (jets)

Veto events with

loosely matched 

calorimeter

deposits or track 

in MS

Estimated in control 

region defined using 

large d0 significance 

and missing ET

arXiv:1712.02118, 

Subm to JHEP



Disappearing tracks

ATLAS

Inner tracking layers closer 
together

Ability to resolve earlier 
decays

Tracklets pT>20 GeV in 0.1 < 
|h|<1.9
No SCT hits

CMS

CMS strip detector out to ~1m
Ability to resolve later 
decays

pT>55 GeV, in |h|<2.1
>2 pix hits, >6 Si hits, >2 
missing outer hits
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arXiv:1712.02118, 
CMS-PAS-EXO-16-044



Disappearing tracks

Complementary phase space excluded by ATLAS+CMS
Chargino mass-vs-lifetime plane for an anomaly mediated 
SUSY breaking (AMSB) model with tan(β)=5 and μ>0
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arXiv:1712.02118, 
CMS-PAS-EXO-16-044

masses up to 460 GeV 
are excluded by ATLAS 
and ~700 GeV by CMS 



Charged LLPs decaying in detector

Complementary 2
Chargino mass-vs-lifetime plane for an anomaly mediated 
SUSY breaking (AMSB) model with tan(β)=5 and μ>0. The 
wino-like chargino is pair-produced and decays to the wino-like 
neutralino and a very soft charged pion
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Disappearing 
track in inner 
detector

Pixel dE/dx

Pixel dE/dx + 
calorimeter 
timing



Displaced lepton searches
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Displaced lepton search (LHCb)
LHCb Can “easily” look for long-lived particles produced in the 
B-meson decays

Lifetimes < 100 ps

Two separate searches
B+ → K+!("+"-)
B0 → K*0!("+"-)
Allow for prompt/displaced µµ decay

Result interpreted in the context of an inflaton model, where 
(scalar) ! is associated to the field that generates inflation in 
early universe (hidden sector model)
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B0: PRL 115, 161802 (2015)
B+: Phys. Rev. D 95, 071101 (2017) 

3 fb-1, 7+8 
TeV cms



Displaced lepton search (LHCB) 

Exclusion of scalar ! masses down to 2*mass of the muon!

Results uses L= 3 fb-1 taken 7+8 TeV cms
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B0: PRL 115, 161802 (2015)

B+: Phys. Rev. D 95, 071101 (2017) 

Mixing 

angle 

Higgs 

and 

Inflaton



Displaced lepton search (ATLAS)
Higgs might be a portal for Hidden sector

Dark g decays to collimated objects e.g. ee/ππ/μμ
Two types of signature:

e/π pair with no activity before hadron calorimeter
μ pair reconstructed only in muon spectrometer
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ATLAS-CONF-2016-042



Displaced lepton search (ATLAS)
Lepton-jet reconstruction efficiency 

Trigger
Collimated muon trigger in Run2, scan around L1 muon
Calo-ratio (low EM fraction, EHCAL/EECAL >16) starting from L1 tau
MS-only tri-muon trigger
Acceptance times trigger efficiency 
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ATLAS-CONF-2016-042

µµ lepton-jets, barrelee or pp lepton-jets, barrel
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Displaced lepton search (ATLAS)
Background from

Cosmic ray muons
Multi-jet events
Background from jets in had calo transition region (1.0 < |h| < 1.6)
Beam-induced backgrounds
SM bkg with muons from K/p decays in flight or HF decays

Upper limits on σ x Br
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ATLAS-CONF-2016-042

H→2gD+X H→4gD+X



Displaced multi-track searches
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ATLAS Displaced multi-track search
Hadronic decays leave many tracks, often also calorimeter deposits

E.g. In R parity violating split SUSY model                                            
long-lived g hadronises and decays in tracker                           
creating displaced high-mass vertex
Sensitive to lifetime O(0.01-10ns)

Requires specialised track reconstruction and 
secondary vertex finding in ATLAS
After standard tracking, execute “large radius tracking” 

using remaining non-used hits and relaxed track quality cuts (e.g. 
d0, z0, no of hits)
Applied only on subset of taken data due to timing constraints

Inefficiencies due to
Algorithmic inefficiencies
Non-hermeticity
Interactions with detector material
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~

Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 052012



ATLAS displaced multi-track search
Secondary vertex reconstruction performance (>4 tracks)

Only instrumental backgrounds to be considered
Hadronic interaction with detector material 

Veto detector regions with lot’s of material
§ Discards 42% of fiducial volume

Merging of low-mass vertices (low radii)
Spurious high-angle track crossing vertex (dominant source)
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Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 052012



ATLAS displaced multi-track search

Exclude long-lived gluinos with m(g)<2000-2350 GeV 
and m(c)=100GeV and 0.02 < t(g) < 10ns
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Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 052012



CMS displaced multi-track search
Reconstruct multi-track vertices followed by jets

E.g. resonance decaying to 2 jets or b-quark + lepton
Use displaced jet tagging
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Phys. Lett. B 780 
(2018) 432

Likelihood jet 
comes from a 
given PV

Significance of 
measured 
displacement in 
transverse plane

Angular difference 
between emission 
angle of a given 
track in a jet and 
parent particle 
flight direction



CMS displaced multi-track search

Also uses dedicated trigger based on HT (scalar sum of jets with
pT>40 GeV  and |h|<3.0

HT > 500 GeV plus 2 jets with pT>40 GeV in |h|<2.0 and <3 prompt
tracks
HT > 350 GeV plus 2 jets with pT>40 GeV in |h|<2.0 and <3 prompt 
tracks + at least one with large d0 significance

Main background from
Jets containing tracks that are mis-
measured as displaced
Jets containing tracks from weak 
decays of s, c, and b hadrons

Excluded cross sections at 95% CL for                                        
pair-produced LL scalar neutral particles decaying to jets

Cross sections larger than 2.5 fb are 
excluded for proper decay lengths of 
7–10 cm
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Phys. Lett. B 780 
(2018) 432



Conclusions
Long-lived particles appear in various physics models

Many types of unconventional signatures
Creative analysis techniques exploiting all aspects of our detector 
to cover as much lifetime space as possible
Huge efforts done but these are very complicated analyses 
requiring dedicated reconstruction algorithms
Complementary results from different searches and experiments

No signals found so far but there is still                                          
a big potential in Run-2 and beyond                                                     
(better reco algorithms, better trigger) 
Showed only some examples with                                               
emphasis on techniques rather than                                           
results

Many more analyses ongoing
public results from ATLAS, CMS, LHCb
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic%20%20https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/
http://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/Summary_all.html
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